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EPlanner is an easy-to-use and portable application that comes in handy for those who want to plan their day-to-day meetings or chores quickly, like cleaning, shopping or homework, and view them in a simple list. Input the subject and content for each task The app comes in the form of an executable file that doesn't
require any installation setup in order to run. This way, you can access the small planner from an external drive and use it from any location you might be. Plus, it doesn't leave any traces behind after it's been deleted nor creates entries in the registry. The provided interface is simple and clean, divided into the editing
area and the task list. It's mandatory to have Java installed on the computer, as it's necessary for the tool to work properly. Enter the activities with just a few clicks The process is simple: Press the "+" button to make a new editable field, type in the assignment's subject, description and date, and hit the check mark
button. The record is displayed in the list on the right, where you have the option to view it in full screen. Lack of some important options, like filter, search or protection Make sure you save your tasks, as closing the app might end up in data loss. Sadly, the lack of many essential functions might make some users not to
be interested in testing the app. There are no options to set up a private account with an username and password, nor a search bar to look up tasks based on name or description. No backup, restore and export features In addition, the offered fields are not even near to fully customizing a task, as there is no priority level,
recurrence function, category filter (e.g. work, personal, shopping, medical) and alarm sounds. Plus, you can't back up and restore the database nor export it to CSV, RTF or TXT file formats. Rudimentary task manager The bottom line is that EPlanner is a plain an unreliable program that can be used just to store
assignments and keep an eye on them from time to time, as there is no option to remind you automatically when the task is due. EPlanner Comments: Flawed usability and big limitations Nice application but not my first choice. I use TaskRunner app (see my review here Posted 11 months ago Mark
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Keymacro is a simple, easy to use and powerful task manager that comes with a few essential functions. It's an absolute must-have tool for people who want to keep a record of their daily tasks. Keymacro is one of the best task managers out there for Windows because of its unique interface and the wide array of
customizable options available. You can add as many tasks as you want to it, and you don't have to worry about an installation setup or registry entries. In fact, the interface comes in the form of a single executable file that, in turn, doesn't require any additional set up to work properly. It's mandatory to have Java
installed on the computer, as it's required for the tool to run. With it, you can look up tasks by name, description, deadline and category, view the list in full screen or edit the currently selected record. The main screen displays a customizable task list in which you can set up the categories, the due date and the
repetitions. Select and create tasks from a small list of predefined categories, like work, family, shopping, personal, reading, health and others. Once you decide, press the "Add" button to add it to the list. The task will be displayed in the list with its details. You can create as many tasks as you want in order to help
yourself plan out your day efficiently. Plus, you can start the task right after you add it to the list. The latest additions are arranged chronologically in the task list, just like an agenda. In addition to the list, you have the option to view the activities with a day or week view. Keymacro comes with a little nag screen that
reminds you about your tasks, but you have to be able to quit the app to shut it down. Otherwise, it will constantly repeat that task in a way that will make you crazy! Save and export features You can create a shortcut to the application and move it to the desktop, but you can't export the tasks list or the appointments to
a CSV, RTF or TXT file format. Keymacro is an efficient and reliable program for personal use. Unfortunately, some essential features like a backup function and export option are missing, but they shouldn't be a deal breaker for most users. Keymacro is an interesting and unique tool that comes in handy for people who
need a quick and simple way to plan their day-to-day tasks. You 2edc1e01e8
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An inexpensive to use planner with many useful features that can be used to help keep to-do's organized and available whenever you need them! This freeware is very easy to use and has many additional features that are not found in the other organizers on the market. Additionally, you can export the data in.csv,.txt
and.rtf file formats.Black Friday 2012: The Best Deals As the holiday season approaches, stores are eager to lure in shoppers during the Black Friday — and Cyber Monday — shopping frenzy. Advertiser Disclosure Advertisement Bigstock Black Friday, also known as Black Friday-Cyber Monday, is just two days away. But
it’s never too early to start planning your holiday shopping — and to start saving on everything from Black Friday doorbusters to holiday deals. Don’t forget to sign up for Black Friday emails and other deal alerts. If you’re an Amazon Prime member, you’ll have access to discounts on nearly everything and exclusive
promotions, like a free two-day shipping offer on Black Friday. And the savings don’t stop there: With the addition of 50 Amazon stores across the country on Black Friday, you’ll get savings on everything from appliances and furniture to electronics and toys. If you’re looking to buy a new tablet, computer or other
electronics for the holidays, Amazon is offering up to $100 in savings. Prime Day, which will take place from July 15 to 17, is an annual celebration of Amazon’s flagship service, and the company is excited to offer customers deals on everything from Kindle e-readers to tablets. If you prefer a printable version of Black
Friday deals, check out BlackFriday.org. Advertisement During these times of year, it’s important to look for deals on electronics, appliances, clothing, toys and more. Amazon and Ebay are two of the best places to get the best deals during the holidays. However, there are other options as well — eBay recently
introduced a holiday shipping service called Shipito — and it’s a good way to buy the essentials without spending your entire paycheck. Here are the best Black Friday and Cyber Monday deals to start saving this weekend. Video and Audio Products Amazon: It’s true: A Prime membership has a lot of benefits, including
free two-day shipping for an Amazon fee.
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What's New in the?

#1 Personal Organizer, Task Manager, and Planner at a reasonable price. #2 Calendar, Schedule, To-do, Due Date, Task List and Diary, Calendars, Schedules, Notes, Tasks, Tasks Lists, and to-do lists. #3 Tasks Management Software, Scheduling Software, E-planner, Task Manager, Diary, To-do, Task Lists, Task
Scheduling, Note, Calendar, and Schedule. #4 EPlanner-I have been using EPlanner for many years now and it has never let me down. It's a relatively new tool but offers a lot in its collection of features. Add tasks, edit them, organize them, and keep track of all of your tasks in one convenient software package. EPlanner
Features: #1 This is a small program. You don't need a lot of space to install it. #2 Its interface is intuitive. #3 You can quickly and easily add tasks. It's easy to add tasks and all the necessary information. #4 You can create a personal task list to organize your everyday tasks. #5 You can use this application to plan your
day-to-day events. #6 Add tasks for shopping, personal, work, etc. #7 The program supports multiple languages. #8 The program has a lot of features. There is a library with almost 800 commands. #9 Its database is portable. The computer doesn't have to be connected to the internet to use it. #10 The program has a
file format known as.epf. #11 It is easy to backup and restore the data file. #12 It is compatible with Windows. #13 You can export the data to CSV, RTF and TXT file formats. #14 You can backup and restore the file. #15 You can delete and modify tasks. #16 Its database has no size limit. The data file size is limited to
only 400 MB. #17 The EPlanner database file format is 100% compatible with other EPlanner software. #18 EPlanner is compatible with all EPlanner versions. #19 The information that is entered into EPlanner is updated in real-time. #20 EPlanner is very easy to use. #21 EPlanner includes many tools. You can add
tasks, edit them, and find them easily. #22 EPlanner comes with an organizer. You can add tasks, edit them, find them, and make notes. #23 You can backup and restore the database file. #24 EPlanner allows you to add tasks to the calendar. #25 EPlanner is an excellent tool. You can add tasks, edit them
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System Requirements For EPlanner:

Minimum: OS: Windows XP, Vista, Windows 7 Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo Processor or equivalent Memory: 2 GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce 8600 GS with 256 MB dedicated video RAM or equivalent DirectX® 9.0c compatible video card with 1GB RAM Hard Drive: 14 GB available hard disk space DirectX®:
Version 9.0c Additional Notes: The game requires a broadband Internet connection. What's
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